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BYRON, Ga.  —  Two species of 
borers attack Southeastern peaches: 
lesser peachtree borer, which attacks 
the cambium (living tissue under the 
bark) on aboveground portions of the 
tree; and peachtree borer, which attacks 
the cambium of roots. Larvae of these 
species kill young trees when they feed 
on growing tissue, and they severely 
reduce fruit production when they eat 
older trees. 

Entomologist Ted Cottrell, with 
the Southeastern Fruit and Tree Nut 
Research Lab does research on peach 
trees, focusing on pests attacking them. 
His research provides pest management 
solutions for growers so they can con-
tinue to economically provide peaches 
to consumers.

The technique he and his colleagues 
developed to attack the borers is mating 
disruption.

Mating disruption is a pest manage-
ment technique which prevents males 
from finding females, thus preventing 
mating. Prior attempts using mating 
disruption were not done on a scale 
large enough to overcome the pests’ 
dispersal capability. When the area-
wide concept was used and all peach 
orchards in a 20 square mile area were 
treated, mating disruption leading to 
pest control was achieved.  

A key to success in their use of mat-
ing disruption was the development of 
a pheromone dispenser lasting all sea-
son. This dispenser is wrapped around 
a tree limb and constantly releases a 
synthetic female sex pheromone. A 
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Virginia Tech’s first-ever arborist teaches students to care for older trees

Classroom made of campus trees

Researchers 
utilizing a 
peach of a 
technique

BLACKSBURG, Va.  —  The Al-
wood Oak, one of the most distinctive 
trees on the Virginia Tech campus, is 
taking on a new role this year: teaching 
assistant.

Raised from seedling by renowned 
entomologist and Virginia Tech Pro-
fessor William Bradford Alwood 
and planted near the end of the 19th 
century, the 100-foot-tall bur oak is 
one of several campus trees currently 
being cared for by Jamie King, Virginia 
Tech’s first-ever arborist.

King, collaborated with Associate 
Professor Eric Wiseman of the De-
partment of Forest Resources and 
Environmental Conservation to allow 
students in Wiseman’s Arboriculture 
Field Skills class to see firsthand how to 
care for old trees like the Alwood Oak 
and participate in protection strategies 
used by urban foresters and arborists.

“The biggest challenge in urban 
forestry is dealing with a tree’s prox-
imity to human activities,” said King, 
who served as the City of Roanoke’s 

arborist prior to joining the Virginia 
Tech Division of Campus Planning, 
Infrastructure, and Facilities in 2019. 

“Development, foot and vehicle 
traffic, and soil compaction can all have 
significant impacts on tree health. And 
the natural aging processes for a tree, 
where they begin to shed limbs as they 
get older, requires careful attention.”

Another risk to large trees is light-

A student in Associate Professor Eric Wiseman’s Arboriculture Field Skills class helps install a brace rod on a large Zelkova tree 
on the Drillfield to reinforce a weakened stem.

Photo courtesy Krista Timney, Virginia Tech

Weather plays underrated role in strawberry flavor
By RICHARD SKELLY

AFP Correspondent

The weather plays more of a role 
in the taste of strawberries than most 
farmers realize, according to a new 

study from Cornell University.
Dr. Peter Nitzsche, Rutgers Coop-

erative Extension agriculture resource 
agent for Morris Country, moderated a 
talk and question-and-answer session 
with Dr. Marvin Pritts, Cornell horti-

culture professor. 
Nitzsche pointed out a silver lining 

in the 2020 pandemic: He said he’s 
been able to attend more conferences 
and get more knowledge on fruit and 
vegetable growing techniques and cut-

ting edge technologies than he would 
have in a “normal” year. 

Time and budgetary constraints 
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prevented Nitzsche and dozens of oth-
ers involved in agricultural education 
in New Jersey from flying all over 
the United States to conference, but 
last year and into 2021, with so many 
conferences being held virtually, he’s 
been able to attend many more meet-
ings, including a virtual conference 
last year with Pritts as a speaker. 

In his opening remarks, Pritts was 
candid and said one of his graduate 
students at Cornell University did 
most of the work on studies affecting 

strawberry flavor. 
“We’ve all had the experience,” 

Pritts said. “Sometimes the strawberry 
tastes good, sometimes it tastes bad. 
You go back to the grocery store a 
week or two later and sometimes they 
don’t taste as good.”

Some variations in taste are due to 
strawberry variety and some is due to 
time of harvest, he said, “and there’s 
speculation about other factors too, 
like organic matter and nutrients in 
the soil, and if you spray pesticides 
and the impact of the weather. 

There are claims that organic 
strawberries just taste better, but there 
really isn’t any scientific evidence to 
support this.”

Pritts and his grad student team or-

ganized a study where they controlled 
everything, “and see which factors, if 
any, impact flavor.” 

Components of flavor include sug-
ar content balanced with the natural 
acid in the fruit and the volatiles that 
give it that strawberry flavor. 

“If it’s too sweet and not enough 
acid, the strawberry tastes bland,” 
Pritts said. “If it’s too acid and not 
enough sugar, it tastes sour, so you 
want to have that balance just right, 
and we wanted to learn if the man-
agement practices we employed could 
affect strawberry quality with the 
same cultivar, the same soil type and 
the same location.”

He said what they found was it 
was not differences between soils on 
different farms that give strawberries 
their best flavor, it is variations in the 
weather. 

Pritts and his team at Cornell 
studied flavor over the course of three 
seasons. On the same farms, when it 
was hot, sugar content was higher, he 
said. Acidity was low in 2018, higher 
in 2019 and highest in 2020. 

“This suggests to us, it’s the weath-
er that is controlling sugar content and 
acidity,” Pritts said.

On their plots, the air temperature 
between flowering and pink fruit was 
positively correlated with sugar con-
tent at harvest.

“We also found that the minimum 
air temperature during that period 
was negatively correlated with sugar 
content at harvest. As it got cooler and 
cooler at night, the berries got sweeter 

and sweeter,” he said, so when both 
things are happening at once, warm 
days and cool nights, sugar content 
increases. 

“The difference between the day 
temperature and the coolest night 
temperature is highly correlated with 
sugar content in the fruit at harvest,” 
Pritts said. “We found that difference 
in temperature is also strongly cor-
related with acid content in the fruit.”

The research, Pritts said, suggests 
there’s not much of a payoff in terms 
of enhancing strawberry f lavor by 
deviating from what you’re doing now. 
Pritts added his team did find that 
higher nitrogen in the soils results in 
higher yields, but the flavor is always 
the same.

“If organic management does im-
pact flavor, how much time do you 
need to have under organic manage-
ment before these flavor differences 
come out? We did for two to three 
years. We didn’t see differences in 
that period of time, but it doesn’t 
mean there wouldn’t be there if we 
grew them organically for five years 
or more.”

Summing up, Pritts said “warm 
days and cool nights seems to be the 
biggest driver in flavor. Farm location 
plays a lesser role and how you grow 
them plays even less of a role.”

Pritts closed with a quote from 
poet-philosopher Marcel Proust, who 
said: ‘A change in the weather is 
sufficient to recreate the world and 
ourselves,’ and I’ll add, and enhance 
the sweetness of a strawberry.”

Partnership forged between VT, Richmond golf course
 BLACKSBURG, Va.  —  A satis-

fying thwack! and a small, white ball 
vanishes into the horizon. 

The ball slowly drops into a hole 
after a seemingly gravity-defying 
moment. 

These are the moments that golfers 
live for — and the moments that golf 
superintendents and their crews work 
tirelessly to create.

At Independence Golf Club, a 
unique partnership exists between 
the College of Agriculture and Life 
Sciences researchers and industry pro-
fessionals that helps make these mem-
orable moments on the putting green. 

The unique agreement allows re-
search to be conducted on an active golf 
course, with true feedback on playing 
surface quality — a rarity in the field.

A few years ago, researchers from 
Virginia Tech were approached by Giff 
Breed, owner of Independence Golf 
Club that houses an 18-hole champion-
ship course and a nine-hole, par-three 
course, about using warm-season 
grasses at the course instead of the 
northern grasses typically used in the 
region, making work much easier for 
course superintendents in the hottest 
months.

“Not a whole lot was known about 
how these are going to respond in 
this part of the country. Warm-season 
grasses in varied climates were new to 
everyone and Giff was curious about 

At Independence Golf Club in Richmond, there’s a unique partnership that allows Virginia Tech researchers to conduct research 
on a live golf course. Pictured above is research on the impact of mowing height on grasses.

Photo courtesy Virginia Tech
See GOLF
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how it would respond. 
It naturally evolved into trying 

out as many different grasses as we 
possibly could,” said David McCall, 
an assistant professor in the School of 
Plant and Environmental Sciences and 
member of the research team.

The research started with 10 vari-
eties of grass under consideration for 
putting greens and tees but has since 
narrowed significantly, with ultradwarf 
bermudagrasses as the primary turf-
grass studied because of how varieties 
naturally rose to the top. The bulk of 
the research takes place on the par 3 
course. The researchers work closely 
with Golf Course Superintendent Dan 
Taylor, CGCS, and Breed.

Ultradwarf bermudagrass is a 
warm-season turfgrass, bred to be 
managed at very low mowing heights, 
that grows best in the heat of the sum-
mer when golf rounds in Virginia are 
at their peak. While ultradwarf ber-
mudagrass can be managed to provide 
excellent golf putting greens in warmer 
climates, it is a challenge to keep alive 
through cold winters. 

Creeping bentgrass, which was pre-
viously used at the course, flourishes 
in northern climates under moderate 
temperatures but is difficult to main-
tain in the heat and humidity typical 
of Richmond summers.

While creeping bentgrass remains 
the norm for most putting greens in 
Virginia, Independence is demonstrat-
ing how well-managed bermudagrass 
putting greens can play firm and fast 
during some of the heaviest play pe-
riods, desirable traits amongst golfers.

The Virginia Tech researchers have 
used a variety of methods to keep 
ultradwarf bermudagrass alive in the 
winter, which include regular installa-
tion and removal of blankets and plant 
growth regulators, chemicals that slow 
plant growth.

In Richmond’s climate, the com-
bination was successful until a frigid 
winter in 2018, when the team lost 
some of the ultradwarf bermudagrass 
on both its research course as well as 
the championship course.

“The ability to evaluate grasses 
and winter protection methods on 
a functioning golf course allows us 
to further refine our approach,” said 
Mike Goatley, a Virginia Cooperative 
Extension specialist and professor in 
the School of Plant and Environmental 
Sciences. “The plant growth regulator 
concept is something that the United 
States Golf Association has explored 
and something that Jordan Booth has 
been refining for Richmond’s transition 
climate zone.”

Booth, a certified golf course su-
perintendent now serving as a research 
associate and filling an important 
Extension role in Central Virginia, is 
concentrating his work primarily on 
ultradwarf bermudagrass putting green 
management in colder regions. While 
cold management employs mitigation 

techniques during cold events, it begins 
in earnest earlier in the year.

“Management and cultural practices 
during the summer are critical to set ul-
tradwarf bermudagrass putting greens 
up for long-term success,” Booth said. 
“We’re looking at fertility programs, 
aeration, cultural practice manage-
ment, and fungicide programs to best 
prepare the turfgrass for dormancy, 
which is the plant’s natural defense 
system and its best defense system 
against the cold. These programs are 
also critical to providing desired play-
ing conditions for the game of golf.”

The use of warm-season grasses 
could also benefit smaller golf courses 
with limited budgets that typically 
use native soil greens without internal 
drainage. Ultradwarf bermudagrass, 
despite a less-than-stellar perception, 

could be easier for these golf courses 
to maintain during the stresses of sum-
mer, providing high-quality putting 
greens while not requiring nearly as 
much water and other inputs as bent-
grass greens during warm months.

“This group is showing that you can 
have championship-caliber golf with 
bermudagrass greens in Richmond,” 
Goatley said. “It’s not just possible and, 
in some cases, these may even be the 
best playing conditions in Richmond 
proper.”

The work of Virginia Tech research-
ers impacts how golfers can approach 
their game in the region. 

When a golfer takes a putt and 
watches it drop into the hole, it won’t 
just look like a championship moment. 
It will be on a championship-caliber 
surface.

Golf ...
Continued from Page 2
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 EXETER, England  —  Big bumble-
bees take time to learn the locations of 
the best flowers, new research shows.

Meanwhile smaller bumblebees — 
which have a shorter flight range and 
less carrying capacity — don’t pay 
special attention to flowers with the 
richest nectar.

University of Exeter scientists ex-
amined the “learning flights” which 
most bees perform after leaving flow-
ers.

Honeybees are known to perform 
such flights — and the study shows 

bumblebees do the same, repeatedly 
looking back to memorize a flower’s 
location.

“It might not be widely known that 
pollinating insects learn and develop 
individual flower preferences, but in 
fact bumblebees are selective,” said 
Natalie Hempel de Ibarra, an asso-
ciate professor at Exeter’s Centre for 
Research in Animal Behavior.

“On leaving a flower, they can ac-
tively decide how much effort to put 
into remembering its location.

“The surprising finding of our 

study is that a bee’s size determines 
this decision making and the learning 
behavior.”

In the study, captive bees visited ar-
tificial flowers containing sucrose (sug-
ar) solution of varying concentrations.

The larger the bee, the more its 
learning behavior varied, depending 
on the richness of the sucrose solution.

Smaller bees invested the same 
amount of effort in learning the loca-
tions of the artificial flowers, regardless 
of whether sucrose concentration was 
high or low.

“The differences we found reflect 
the different roles of bees in their colo-
nies,” said Professor Hempel de Ibarra.

“Large bumblebees can carry larger 
loads and explore further from the nest 
than smaller ones.“Small ones with a 
smaller flight range and carrying ca-
pacity cannot afford to be as selective, 
so they accept a wider range of flowers.

“These small bees tend to be in-
volved more with tasks inside the nest 

Big bumblebees can learn locations of best flowers

See BUMBLEBEES
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 BAVARIA, Germany  —  During 
drought, plants use a signaling mole-
cule known from animals to limit their 
water loss. 

The molecule provides them with 
a kind of memory of how dry the day 
was.

“I’ve been studying how plants 
regulate their water balance for over 
35 years. To find a completely new 
and unexpected way for saving water 
has certainly been one of the most 
surprising discoveries in my life.” says 
Professor Rainer Hedrich, plant scien-
tist and biophysicist from Julius-Max-

imilians-Universität Würzburg.
Hedrich’s group discovered this new 

strategy together with researchers from 
the University of Adelaide in Australia. 

The results have been published in 
the journal Nature Communications.

GABA quantity as stress memory
The publication shows plants use 

the signaling molecule GABA (gam-
ma-aminobutyric acid) to remember 
the dryness of a day. 

The drier it is, the more GABA ac-
cumulates in the plant tissue during the 
day. And the next morning, the amount 
of GABA determines how wide the 

plant opens its leaf pores. 
The opening width of these pores 

can limit water loss.
GABA is a signaling molecule that 

also occurs in humans and animals: 
there it is a messenger substance of the 
nervous system. 

Plants have no nerve cells and no 
brain. And yet GABA is now also 
found in them in connection with mem-
ory-like processes.

Hedrich names another connection: 
Short-term memory, which the car-
nivorous Venus flytrap uses to count 
the number of times its prey touches 

it, depends on the calcium level in the 
cell. And it is the calcium level that 
regulates the enzymatic biosynthesis 
of GABA in plants.

Low water needs, 
high drought tolerance

The GABA effect has been demon-
strated in various crops, as Professor 
Matthew Gilliham of the University 
of Adelaide explains: “Under the influ-
ence of GABA, barley, broad beans and 
soybeans, for example, close their leaf 

Plants capable of remembering drought conditions

See REMEMBER
Page 7

long-lasting dispenser was needed to 
match the nine-month window (March 
thru November) of pest activity across 
the southeast. Manual application 
of 150 dispensers per acre provides 

pheromone coverage of the orchard. 
The synthetic pheromone prevents 
adult males from detecting pheromone 
emitting from females.

To determine if their technique 
worked, the scientists put phero-
mone-baited sticky traps (mimicking 
pheromone-emitting females) on tree 
branches in orchards. 

If males were not attracted to the 
sticky traps (not captured in trap), then 

the scientists knew the dispensers were 
releasing a sufficient amount of phero-
mone. They found that the pheromone 
in the dispenser prevented males from 
finding the scent in the sticky trap all 
season long. More importantly, they 
documented a reduction of pest repro-
duction in the treated peach orchards. 
Mating disruption has now been used 
on more than 5,000 acres of peaches 
in Georgia. 

Peach ...
Continued from Front Page

Biological science technician Merry Bacon and entomologist Ted Cottrell install a pheromone trap used to monitor flight activity 
of male peachtree borers and lesser peachtree borers.

Photo courtesy Peggy Greb

Aren’t press releases a thing 
of past? Actually, according to 
Cision’s 2020 State of the Media 
report, the demand for press releas-
es remains incredibly high — 72 
percent of journalists said they want 
to receive press releases and news 
pitches. 

There are many reasons and times 
to send press releases for your green 
business. They include: awards/
promotions, new jobs/hires, new 
products/offers, new location/move, 
large business purchases/change 

in ownership, holding events/press 
conferences, anniversaries/special 
occasions, donations/gifts, certifica-

tion/education accomplishment, and 
seasonal news/human Interest.

There are two keys to great press 
releases: content, relevance, and tar-
geting. Your releases need to stand 
out against your competitors and in 
the noisy/busy news cycle. 

Your releases need to be com-
plete. Your release need to be rele-
vant to your media contacts and their 
audiences to generate any meaning-
ful coverage.

To stand out from the hundreds of 
releases that stream into a reporter’s 

e-mail inbox each week, create a 
catchy headline and e-mail subject 
line. Next, provide colorful quotes 
that go beyond “just the facts” and 
share the emotional feelings behind 
a release. 

For example, “We were humbled 
and overjoyed when our new widget 
helped to glean 1,000 pounds of ad-
ditional fruit to feed the hungry.”

Be first and be fast. Monitor your 

Press release basics

GREEN 
MARKETING
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Jentz ...
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e-mail inbox (or pay someone to 
do so) and reply right away to any 
reporter inquiries. The interviews 
usually go to the first person to re-
spond to the media. They don’t have 
time to wait for you to call back.

Your release should provide the 
reporter with everything they need 
to write the story without having to 
follow up with you — that is the five 
Ws and one H — who, what, when, 
where, why, and how). Write it to be 
used as-is, in case a time-strapped 
editor can copy and paste it right into 
their layout and essentially gives you 
free advertising.

Follow the traditional release 
format as a Word .doc (not a PDF or 
JPG). Google “press release tem-
plate” for several examples. Write 
your release in short sentences and 
paragraphs of no more than two or 
three sentences. Use bulleted lists 
and provide links to more back-
ground information. Proof every-
thing. Then, proof it again.

Timing is also key, “The best 
days of the week for sending pitch-
es in Public Relations are Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday,” said 
Trevor Oldham of Influencive.com.

When targeting your release, get 
a reporter’s name and make sure the 
release is something they would cov-
er. Create a database of past media 
contacts. Use a PR sending service 
like Cision or PRnewswire to get 
your release sent out to a targeted list 
of media contacts for a nominal fee. 

You can also hire a professional 
public relations firm to do the out-
reach for you.

Make it easy to contact you by 
including your main e-mail and cell 
phone. Say in the release if you are 
“available for comment” or on-cam-
era interviews. Then, be available! 

As soon as a release goes out, you 
need to monitor your e-mail, social 
media, and voice mail. Reply imme-
diately. Be there!

Don’t call editors or reporters. If 
they are interested they will call you.

Provide photos and graphics to go 
with the release, but do not embed or 
attached them in the release.

Make them easy to access on 
a private web page that does not 
require a password. Also give them 
your logo files in various formats 
along with product images and your 
(and other staff) headshot. Consider 
creating a separate press room area 
on your website.

Send your releases to local and 
industry newspapers/magazines 
(like this one!), community/town/
HOA newsletters, club publications, 
alumni/professional organizations, 
TV/radio assignment desks, bloggers 
and podcasters, and post on social 
media — follow and tag reporters.

(Editor’s note: Kathy Jentz is 
the editor/publisher of Washington 
Gardener Magazine, the publication 
for Mid-Atlantic home gardeners. 
She can be reached at KathyJentz@
gmail.com.)
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ning. Wiseman’s students had a chance 
to talk to professional arborists con-
tracted to check the tree’s lightning 
protection system, which uses copper 
wires to transmit electricity directly 
into the ground instead of through the 
tree.

The students also learned about 
support systems utilized to prevent 
structural damage to big trees, and 
they got their hands dirty — or at least 
sappy — installing a brace rod in a 
nearby tree.

“The chance to be hands on with ac-
tivities has been an extreme confidence 
booster,” said Cydney Chambers, a 
junior majoring in forest resources 
management. “I feel much more con-
fident applying for jobs knowing I’ve 
actually practiced some of the skills 
we’ll be expected to use in the future.”

That is the goal for Wiseman, who 
said that this lab is an important step 
from understanding the science to 
seeing how that science plays out in 
real time.

“This course is all about the practice 
of arboriculture,” he said. “In the fall, 
our lab focuses on the science behind 
trees living in built environments, 
and we spend a lot of time observing, 
measuring, and evaluating trees. In the 
spring, we get into the practice side of 
the science.”

King, who studied under Wiseman 
as an undergraduate before pursuing 
a career in arboriculture, recognizes 
the important role that trees have in 

enhancing life for all Hokies.
“I feel a great deal of responsibil-

ity,” said King, who aims to develop 
an urban forester internship program 
for students. “There are a lot of people 
in the field who know and care about 
the trees on campus. Trees are vital to 
everyone’s experience at Virginia Tech, 
and preserving and enhancing that 
resource is a large part of what keeps 

me motivated.”
Ben Stauffer, a junior majoring in 

forest resources management, rec-
ognizes the important role that trees 
play in enhancing the experiences for 
students.

“Not only are we benefiting from the 
ecosystems services trees provide, but 
they contribute to the unique aesthetic 
that the campus has,” he said. “Fall 

foliage is always commented on and 
shared across social media, and on 
warm days people all over campus are 
sitting beneath the trees or tying slack 
lines to them.”

And sometimes Virginia Tech 
students are among the trees, drilling 
holes and bolting limbs and learning 
more about the work of keeping our 
campus green.

(Editor’s note: Deborah Smith 
Fiola operates Landscape IPM En-
terprises in Frederick, Md.) 

Q: I grow cut flowers. The snap-
dragon liners I have look sick. The 
new growth is pale green to yellow 
along the edges, but the middle of 
the leaves are green. What gives? 
(Thanks. C.N, Southern Md.)

A. Without seeing a photo, I can 
only guess. My initial diagnostic re-
action is that your snapdragons have 
iron deficiency. 

This is because snapdragons are 
considered an iron-inefficient crop 
species (also called “iron sensitive 
species”). 

I’d speculate that the “green 
middle of the leaves” are the green 
veins, with the pale discoloration 
between the veins — called ‘inter-
veinal chlorosis’ — characteristic of 
iron chlorosis. 

These symptoms commonly show 
up on young foliage.

Iron is necessary for the produc-
tion of chlorophyll, and iron sensitive 
snapdragons have a reduced ability 
to acquire iron from the growing 
media compared to other crops. 

Note that there are other iron 
inefficient crops as well, including: 

basil, Argyranthemum (Marguerite 
daisy), Brachycome Daisies, Cali-
brachoa, Diascia, Nemesia, Pansy, 
Petunias, Scaevola (Fan Flower), Ivy 
geranium, Piggyback Plant (Tolm-
iea), and Vinca.

I’d suggest first taking a look at 
other possible conditions in general 
that may be involved which influ-
ence this iron deficiency problem. 
Stretches of overcast, cool weather 
causes less plant transpiration, which 
means that plants uptake nutrient 
from the growing media more slow-
ly. 

On top of this, if the media stays 
moist longer, root activity decreases 
so nutrient uptake is further reduced. 

Slower nutrient uptake from 
both of these factors causes reduced 
iron in the plants, and can therefore 
amplify iron deficiency symptoms 
overall. 

Likewise, cloudy, cool weather 
can cause both boron and EC levels 
to rise, as well as increase potential 
root diseases (which thrive in con-
tinually wet growing media). Both 
of these issues can also limit root 
nutrient uptake, which occasionally 
may cause chlorosis symptoms on 
new growth. 

Therefore, your first step in man-
aging these symptoms is to frequent-
ly check both roots, B, and EC.

Next, take a look at both your 
potting media, irrigation water, and 
fertilizer. 

Iron availability is related to pH. 
If the pH is high, iron is less avail-
able to the plants even if it is sup-
plied by the fertilizer. 

The new growth will therefore 
show these interveinal chlorosis 
symptoms even if iron is actually 
present — it’s just not available. 
The way to reverse this is to lower 
the pH of the media, since iron is 
more available at lower pH values, 
and maintain this lower level (to pH 
5.5-6.0). 

Test your media to determine the 
current pH. 

One way the pH can increase 
in in-house mixed growing media 
is, if using a sphagnum peat-based 
growing media, mixing in more 

than 5 pounds per yard of dolomitic 
limestone. 

This is because too much lime-
stone can elevate pH values, which 
promotes iron deficiency if  pH is 
greater than 6.0. 

Additionally, make sure you are 
not adding excess Phosphorus (be-
cause too much P can react with iron 
to form insoluble iron phosphates, 
which further reduces iron availabil-
ity to plants). 

Practically speaking, this means 
to not mix in superphosphate (great-
er than 5-10 percent P) into your 
growing media for iron sensitive 
crops.. 

Also test your irrigation water 
pH. 

Manage any excess alkalinity 
issues by means of an acid injector. 

If you have excess P (see above, P 
reacts with Fe to form insoluble iron 
phosphates) do not use phosphoric 
acid as an acid injection — use a dif-
ferent acid for iron sensitive crops. 

Check your fertilizer formulation 
to determine whether it supports 
raising (or lowering) media pH. 

Typically, an acid-forming fer-
tilizer with a balance of ammonium 
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Standing next to Virginia Tech’s Alwood Oak, Geoff Manning of Manning Arboriculture talks with students in Associate Professor 
Eric Wiseman’s Arboriculture Field Skills class about the field of arboriculture and techniques to preserve old trees.

Photo courtesy Krista Timney, Virginia Tech
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— only going out to forage if food 
supplies in the colony are running low,” 
de Ibarra added.

The study was conducted in col-

laboration with scientists from the 
University of Sussex.

The bees were observed in green-
houses at the University of Exeter’s 
award-winning Streatham Campus, and 
Professor Hempel de Ibarra thanked the 
university’s Grounds and Gardens team 
for their continued support.

The study was funded by the Lever-
hulme Trust.
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pores.” Laboratory plants that produce 
more GABA due to mutations also 
react in this way. In experiments, these 
mutants need less water and survive 
drought longer.

Scientists know of other signaling 
substances in plants that cause the leaf 
pores to close. 

But GABA relies on a completely 
different mechanism of action, explains 
the lead author of the publication, Dr. 
Bo Xu from the Australian Research 

Council Centre of Excellence in Plant 
Energy Biology.

Drought-tolerant plants 
for the future

Insights into the water-saving mech-
anisms and drought tolerance of plants 
are becoming increasingly important in 
times of climate change. 

For some years now, increasing 
heat and drought have been affecting 
many crops. 

The earth’s water resources that 
can be used for agriculture are also 
threatened. 

Mankind is therefore likely to be in-
creasingly dependent on new varieties 
that still produce good yields with as 
little water as possible.

Fiola ...
Continued from Page 6

and nitrate is enough to maintain an 
appropriate pH level of 5.5-6.0. 

Ideally, use a water-soluble fer-
tilizer that has around 5 percent P 
(greater than 10 percent P) as your 
main fertilizer source for iron sensi-
tive crops.

To manage iron deficiency 
symptoms, consider an application of 
chelated iron. 

Unlike other (unchelated forms) 
of iron, chelated forms are more 
available to plants at higher soil pH 
levels and help keep the iron dis-
solved in the soil solution and avail-
able for root uptake by plant 

The University of Massachusetts 
has ranked in order of effectiveness 
of chelated iron forms from most 
effective to least effective as a cor-
rective drench at high pH: 

• Iron-EDDHA which is effective 
at media pH above 7.0 (high solubili-
ty). Ex: Sprint 138 ;

• Iron-DTPA (Sprint 330);
• Iron-EDTA
Specifically follow all label direc-

tions for any product used, including 
application method mixing, and 
rinsing following application. 

For more information, see https://
ag.umass.edu/greenhouse-flori-
culture/fact-sheets/how-to-pre-
vent-iron-deficiency-in-iron-ineffi-
cient-greenhouse 

Also a warning: Some spring 
crops — particularly marigolds, zon-
al geraniums, and seed geraniums, 
are susceptible to Fe toxicity rather 
than Fe deficiency. 

These crops should be managed 
the opposite of what I describe above 
for iron deficiency! Fertilizing these 
iron toxicity sensitive crops should 
have minimal plant-available Fe, and 
the media pH should be kept in a 
higher pH range (6.2 — 7.0) 

Also, BTW: snapdragons are 
also susceptible to Tobacco Mosaic 
Virus. 

TMV symptoms are also very 
similar to the iron chlorosis symp-
toms that you have described. 

Check to see if any other plants 
in your greenhouse have these same 
symptoms, especially Solanaceous 
plants, as well as bacopa, Cali-
brachoa, diascia, lobelia, petunia. 
scaevola, and verbena. Test for TMV 
through the University of Maryland 
diagnostic lab, if so.

Q. Quick question: when exactly 
are the cicadas going to be out? 
Specifically? I grow conifers (in 
my nursery), do I need to worry? 
Thanks, (T.A., East-Central Md.)

A. The coming Brood X peri-
odical cicada outbreak will begin 
when the immature nymphs emerge 
from the ground (where they’ve been 
feeding on root sap since 2004), in 
mid-May. (approximately mid- May; 
possibly a bit earlier, if the weather 
stays warm). 

You’ll see them about the time 
bearded iris bloom; when soil tem-
peratures reach 64 degrees F. 

Massive numbers of adult cicadas 
will be active everywhere in your 
area until mid- to late-June. 

Peak emergence/activity will be 
around Memorial Day, into the first 
week of June. 

By late June they should all 
be gone; back into the ground for 
another 17 years. (FYI, Brood X 
will not be absolutely everywhere in 
the Mid-Atlantic — see a predictive 
map at https://cicadas.uconn.edu/
brood_10/)

The good news for you is that 
conifers are not favored by cicadas 
and resist injury. Ditto for vegetables 
and farm crops. 

This is noteworthy considering 
periodical cicadas lay eggs/damage 
in more than 270 plants. 

For other nurserymen, be aware 

that periodical cicadas prefer oak, 
along with beech, flowering cherry/
peach, dogwood, elm, fringetree, 
hickory, hawthorn, hornbeam, ho-
phornbeam, katsura, magnolia, ma-
ple, redbud, serviceberry and willow. 
Preferred shrubs include bayberry, 
hibiscus, holly, juniper, rose, spirea, 
rhododendron, and weigela. Fruit 
victims include: apple/crabapple, 
peach, cherry, pear, blueberries, 
raspberries, and grapes. 

Conversely, some plants resist 
injury: Besides conifers (fir, douglas 
fir, pine, spruce, etc.), barberry, eu-
onymus, Kentucky coffeetree, larch, 
osage orange, pawpaw, sumac, and 
Viburnum are not favored (source: 
Morton Arboretum) . 

The bottom line is that if you 
grow susceptible species, and have 
small, young plants, do heed the 
warnings of the coming periodical 
cicadas. 

Plan ahead to cover small, suscep-
tible plants, particularly those with 
small (pencil sized) twigs/branch-
es, to prevent egg laying damage. 
Covering plants with netting/ plastic 
mesh mesh (less than a quarter-inch 
openings) has been shown to give 
superior cicada control to other man-
agement methods. 

You should order netting now. 

(Disclaimer: The information 
presented in this column serve as 
guidelines only, and may contain 
cultural and pesticide recommenda-
tions that are subject to change at 

any time. Any pesticides mentioned 
are recommended only if they are 
registered with the Environmental 
Protection Agency and the state 
Department of Agriculture. It is the 
pesticide applicator’s responsibility 
by law to read and follow all label 
directions for the specific product 
being used. Due to constantly chang-
ing labels and product registrations, 
if any information herein disagrees 
with the label, the recommendations 
must be disregarded. If a registra-
tion is changed or cancelled, any 
products mentioned are no longer 
recommended. Before you apply any 
pesticide, fungicide, or herbicide, 
check with your state or county 
Extension agent for the latest infor-
mation. The USER is responsible for 
using products that are registered 
for use on specific crops in their own 
state, and for using products accord-
ing to label directions. If any infor-
mation presented in this column is 
inconsistent with the product label, 
follow the label instructions. Always 
consult the product label for rates 
and crops listed. The use of brand 
names and any mention or listing of 
commercial products or services in 
this column does not imply endorse-
ment by Landscape IPM Enterprises, 
and absence of a labeled product 
does not imply ineffectiveness nor 
discrimination again0st similar 
products or services not mentioned. 
Landscape IPM Enterprises assumes 
no liability from the use of these 
recommendations.)
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